
Introduction

The Jude the Obscure ESL Lesson Plan is designed to introduce students to the

classic novel "Jude the Obscure" by Thomas Hardy, providing them with valuable

language skills and cultural literacy. Through this lesson plan, students will explore

key themes, characters, and events from the novel while improving their

vocabulary and language comprehension. This subject offers a unique opportunity

for ESL learners to engage with literature while enhancing their English language

abilities, making it an enriching and rewarding experience for students.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Obscure not discovered or known about; uncertain

Jude
a male given name, often used in reference to the main character of the novel

'Jude the Obscure'

Destiny
'the events that will necessarily happen to a particular person or thing in the

future'

Ambition 'a strong desire to do or achieve something.'

Tragedy
a play dealing with tragic events and having an unhappy ending, especially one

concerning the downfall of the main character.

Contextual Usage



1. The small town was quite obscure, hidden away in the mountains.

2. The protagonist's name is Jude Fawley, thus giving rise to 'Jude' as one of the

key terms.

3. In his pursuit of success and love, Jude felt that destiny was against him.

4. Her ambition drove her to work tirelessly towards her goals.

5. Thomas Hardy's 'Jude the Obscure' is renowned for its tragic narrative and

portrayal of societal issues.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Jude the Obscure ESL Lesson Plan, begin with a role-play activity

where students are divided into groups and assigned different characters from the

novel. Each group can be given a specific scenario or conversation to act out,

incorporating language elements, emotions, and cultural aspects. This immersive

approach will set the tone for the lesson by capturing students' attention while

encouraging active participation and creativity.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Word Association

Engage the students in a word association activity related to the themes and

characters of "Jude the Obscure." Provide a list of key words from the novel and ask

the students to brainstorm associated terms, emotions, or events. This can be done

individually or in pairs followed by a group discussion to share ideas and

explanations.

Reading and Writing Exercise: Character

Analysis



Assign each student a character from the novel and have them write a character

analysis focusing on traits, motivations, and relationships within the story.

Encourage students to present their analyses to the class or conduct a pair-share

activity where they discuss their findings with a classmate.

Listening Comprehension: Audio Excerpt

Interpretation

Play an audio excerpt from "Jude the Obscure" for listening comprehension.

Afterward, initiate a group discussion where students share their interpretations of

the excerpt, focusing on language use, tone, and emotional context.

Roleplay Activity: Modern Adaptation

Task groups of students with creating a modern-day adaptation of a scene from

"Jude the Obscure," emphasizing language accuracy while infusing contemporary

elements. Each group can perform their adaptation for classmates followed by

feedback and discussion on linguistic choices.

ESL Homework Assignment

Ask the students to write a reflective essay discussing the relevance of "Jude the

Obscure" to contemporary society. Encourage them to draw parallels between the

themes of the novel and current societal issues, fostering critical thinking and

language development. Additionally, assign a vocabulary review task where

students create flashcards for key terms encountered in the lesson, reinforcing their

understanding and retention of new vocabulary.

Conclusion



Summary

Throughout the Jude the Obscure ESL Lesson Plan, students delved into the themes,

characters, and language elements of Thomas Hardy's novel. They engaged in

vocabulary building activities, listening comprehension exercises, and role-play

tasks to deepen their understanding of the text.

Reflection

Encourage students to reflect on how their engagement with "Jude the Obscure"

has influenced their language skills and cultural awareness. Prompt them to

consider how analyzing literature can enhance their language development by

exposing them to new vocabulary, expressions, and storytelling techniques.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Enhances Language Proficiency

Studying "Jude the Obscure" as part of an ESL lesson plan provides students with

exposure to complex language structures, idiomatic expressions, and literary

vocabulary. This enriches their language proficiency and comprehension

capabilities.

Cultural Insight

Exploring literature exposes ESL learners to cultural norms, historical contexts, and

societal themes embedded in the text. It broadens their understanding of diverse

cultures and perspectives while strengthening their language skills.


